Ahsoka Tano was once the Padawan learner to Anakin Skywalker and a hero of the Clone Wars. Ahsoka is now part of the Rebellion and dedicated to defeating the Empire.

Ezra is a force-sensitive orphan who joined the Rebels to help change the galaxy for the better. With the help of Kanan Jarrus, he is beginning to learn the ways of the Jedi.

Kanan Jarrus is a Jedi survivor of Order 66 and now a leader among the Ghost crew. As Ezra’s mentor, he is once again embracing his identity as a Jedi Knight.

Ahsoka Tano was once the Padawan learner to Anakin Skywalker and a hero of the Clone Wars. Ahsoka is now part of the Rebellion and dedicated to defeating the Empire.
Zeb is the muscle of the Ghost team and was once a cunning Lasat honor guard.

Sabine Wren is part of the Ghost crew and an explosives expert. She uses this skill against the Empire and often marks her work with spray-paint tags.

Hera is the captain and heart of the Ghost crew. She is a strong commander yet warm and nurturing bringing the best out of her team.
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A towering presence, the Fifth Brother Inquisitor is tasked to hunt the rebels by Darth Vader himself. A man of few words, he uses his intimidating physicality and brute strength to try and best the rebel crew and capture the elusive Jedi.

Darth Vader, a Sith Lord, works for Emperor – the evil Darth Sidious – enforcing his Master’s will and seeking to crush the fledgling Rebellion.

The Seventh Sister Inquisitor is a cunning and crafty villain. To track down the rebels and capture the Jedi, she will use any number of tools in her armament, including her vast array of Mimic Droids, which can imitate anyone and report back, making her a master of deception.
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Stormtroopers are elite shock troops loyal to the Empire and impossible to sway from the Imperial cause. They wear imposing white armor and wield blaster rifles and pistols with great skill.

Chopper is the cantankerous droid of the Ghost and assists the crew in everything from ship maintenance to combat.

Stormtroopers are elite shock troops loyal to the Empire and impossible to sway from the Imperial cause. They wear imposing white armor and wield blaster rifles and pistols with great skill.
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